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Bruce Lamb <bruce.lamb@boxndice.com>

Further Information For Trafford Councillors. 5G LED Street lights - Mast outputs. Agenda 2030.
Bruce Lamb <bruce.lamb@boxndice.com> Mon, Jan 13, 2020 at 4:24 PM
To: "Roe, Richard" <Richard.Roe@trafford.gov.uk>
Cc: "Steward, John" <John.Steward@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk>, Mike Kane <mike.kane.mp@parliament.uk>, "Gordon, Alison" <Alison.Gordon@greatermanchester-
ca.gov.uk>, "Morris, Chris" <Chris.Morris@trafford.gov.uk>, "Adshead, Steve" <Steve.Adshead@trafford.gov.uk>, "kevin.hollinrake.mp@parliament.uk"
<kevin.hollinrake.mp@parliament.uk>, "buchananh@parliament.uk" <buchananh@parliament.uk>, Mark Steele <mark.steele@reevu.com>, "ventressj@parliament.uk"
<ventressj@parliament.uk>, "Economic.CrimeDesk@gmp.pnn.police.uk" <Economic.CrimeDesk@gmp.pnn.police.uk>, "Anthony.Stansfeld@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk"
<Anthony.Stansfeld@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk>, A WRIGHT <angie.wright26@btinternet.com>, Martyn Mattison <martyn@gecservices.co.uk>, "Haddad, Denise"
<Denise.Haddad@trafford.gov.uk>, "Minnis, Meenakshi" <Meenakshi.Minnis@trafford.gov.uk>, "Western, Andrew" <Andrew.Western@trafford.gov.uk>, "Evans, Nathan"
<Nathan.Evans@trafford.gov.uk>, info@gmpcc.org.uk

Richard,

Thankyou for responding on behalf or Trafford Borough Council. I'm also now to add Tony Lloyds office, Greater Manchester Police Commissioner. Manchester Economic
Crime Division already copied in the email.

I've also attached Mark Steeles response who is a subject matter expert in this field. You copied him on the response to myself. Thanks.

I'd like to break down your response by section and draw your attention to the relevant Source Materials and data. All can be supported and not unsubstantiated. Marks
supporting extracts you will need to take on board also.

The reason the FOIA questions were asked of Trafford is that GMCA stated you will be able to answer them as they could not. You know the Street Lighting and associated 5G
technology entities and attributes?

If neither GMCA nor Trafford can answer them we have a serious issue across GMCA as more than likely all councils will claim the same given the serious nature of the issues
now identified.

Given you can refute to having anything of this nature (Defence Energy Weapons) someone must have told you this unless you are the source?

The source must have the 5G inventory entities and attributes to make that statement otherwise it cannot be proven.

Initial request: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/north-east-councils-admission-of-guilt-a-conspiracy-to-harm-gmca-push-out-to-member-councils

I will gladly take you out for a drive round Manchester and point out phased array units (DEWs) on the top of street furniture. 

You can then tell me there are none in Trafford and get the source data to support the safety aspects of the Trafford asset base.
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I will not be retracting anything until you prove Trafford based technology is100% safe and within legitimate proven safety guidelines and have the Scientists retract their
tested, reported findings. Also, Bank related fraud proven to the Treasury isnt systemic in the UK.

I suggest you start doing your homework as believing what you are told and not researching will get Trafford, GMCA and those parties complicit into very deep water. 

Bank fraud is one thing, this is cancer causing technology we are  now discussing. Trafford and GMCA  are now fully aware of the consequences, facts and impact. This
impacts you, your friends, business colleagues everyone copied.

We've already had a question set not delivered by Mike Kane MP to John Glen Treasury Minister October 2018 in the House of Commons as its Televised.

This identifies that the UK economy is being undermined from within and theft from the public purse runs into Billions. The legal cases will commence soon. 

In June 2019 Mike Kane again was informed of the use of energy weapons on show in the GMCA territories. This will now be followed up to see what action was taken.

I will look further into the LED street head units more closely now for Trafford as the question set delivered to you is relatively simple. As was to GMCA. 

As you are not prepared to answer or meet we have another cover up, unfortunately.

Id suggest you start taking a look at what toxic energy two Vodafone masts are delivering into Timperley and Hale Village Centres to start. These are the people you are meant
to be doing a job of safety and protection from harm. These Masts are part of a 5G/ 4G LTE delivery. 

Find below linked posts 6000mV/mtr measured and recorded. This is one part of 5G. 4G LTE 3G, 2G, SMART meters, LED Street lamps, 5G Small Cells (Not seen any UK yet
but these are going in, overseas.) WiFi. All cause EMF densification issues when combined.

This subject area is effectively about the densification of Electro Magnetic Waves and Electro Magnetic Fields and the use of harmful technologies and breaking established
safety codes. Nuremburg Code and UN Human rights violations. 

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/hale-village-why-the-historic-tree-was-axed 

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/timperley-news-retailer  

There are many more mast sites to check but this will do for now to establish root cause and those behind the activities. 

This is required analysis and how you go about proving a problem in any business. The problem here is the UK economy and now genocide and who benefits. We now need
to look at the root cause through a question set.
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This line of discussion with APPG Banking will now be resurrected as the links into the financial fraud and cover up when you know how money works and who gets paid for
what and the level of mismanagement in the UK financial system is strong. 

The points of common financial flow being the Treasury, HMRC, HM Treasury protected by the regulators FSA  then FCA. In business looking for fraud its a question of follow
the money principles. Here it is no different.

There is the same issue covering up in medicine with the cure for cancer  https://mhracorrupt.st/parliament-guilty/  GcMAF Cancer Cure:  http://bit.ly/335PFbC and now with
5G, FCC regulations. Relevant source material links below.

This will cause further death and a high cancer rate increase but when the Treasury gets paid out on death via the Birth Certificate/ Death Certificate/Treasury Bond closure via
the Bank of International Settlements (UCC Section 3) we see a different picture unfolding.

This merges with the same issue of theft from the UK people and their businesses. This time its profiteering from the act of genocide. 

The common point is the Treasury. If you are not aware of this please make sure Trafford become fully aware of what is taking place on a larger scale. It affects us all.

At the moment in Local Government we have yet to establish who is preventing justice from being carried out and information being disseminated. Here we will start to identify
those responsible.

This is what is about to be undertaken. This is part of Agenda 21 - 2030 implementation. Go ask Rand Organisation, Rockefellers, Rothschilds or Andy Burnham. Someones
bought into this hook line and sinker. This is what being a "Resilient City" is all about. Project Fear.

Please make yourself familiar with Uniform Commercial Code Section 3 for the wider financial aspects. See what happened in Paradise California. Look at the Australian Fire
Events. Youtube. Not the News. Links below for your reference.

Identifying the line of communication to block an investigation will identify those in the know. I have much of the supporting data now after 13 years research and interviews
with third parties.

This was allowed to happen as those who are complicit have financially benefited from the cover up. The true cost or consequences to the general public, not being revealed
for good reason.

We do now though have the figures on head count for 2025 from Deagel sources UN, CIA, Worldbank, EU, US DoD  http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.
aspx

Multiply the average Bond values by 51 Million and you get the profits the Treasury will benefit from. (66 Million -15 Million= 51 Million) On a three point estimate Min, Max,
Most likely you will get a good guide figure that BIS will pay the Treasury.
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I followed this line of investigation starting with the cover up of a £200 Million Securities Fraud. This was  Bank initiated and  fit the Silent Weapons Quiet War description of
how to take down a country financially. This is happening here and now.

In brief, pictorially depicted below, Silent Weapons Quiet Wars is the Rothschild strategy to undermine economies along with Rockefeller and implemented through the Rand
Organisation.

The genocide is referred to in a number of sections but specifically for confirmation anchor 235589 confirms. This is the manual for commercial psychopaths at the top level to
implement Agenda 2030.

https://www.syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#silentweapons

https://www.syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#anchor235589  

Genocide is a strong term but i suggest you read Silent Weapons Quiet Wars thoroughly line by line and start researching history not as written and passed off into schools but
from those who are well placed to know as they are a part of it.
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I made it my goal to find out exactly what was going on after unknowingly being the target of a Silent Weapons Quiet Wars event. 

There is no point building businesses if the establishment are going to pull it to pieces or attempt to finish me off. I decided to understand it and put counter measures in place.

Related signed affidavits are attached for reference.  Mark Steeles supported facts, attached for reference.

I will  reconvene with APPG Banking and Heather Buchanans team as we now have a larger financial problem and greater cover up to address

Below. Taking your points and breaking these down. Thanks

Kind Regards,

CLC

Dear Mr Lamb

 

I am writing in response to your email below and previous correspondence. The Council has responded fully to your previous
enquires. A full health impact assessment was carried out and published in advance of the decision to install LED street lights,
and there is no evidence of a link to cancer.

1. Please provide the full health impact assessment. Carried out by whom and to what standards? GMCA passed this request to yourself to
answer. FOI 311532 linked questions and response.

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/north-east-councils-admission-of-guilt-a-conspiracy-to-harm-gmca-push-out-to-member-councils  
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2. https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html

“Blue light” of LED streetlights linked to breast and prostate cancer
The “blue light” emitted by street lights including LEDs, and commercial outdoor lighting such as advertising, is linked to a significant increase in the risk of breast and prostate cancer, innovative new
research has concluded

3. https://www.highwaysmagazine.co.uk/Public-Health-England-issues-LED-street-lighting-warning/3981

4. Please Consider Marks Steeles data attached.

5. Your previous communications eventually referred to GMCA and GMCA now have referred back to Trafford?

Similarly, as advised previously there is no peer reviewed scientific evidence of any health impact from 5G technology.

1. https://06477244-e352-42f8-b067-91d15f0cf8de.filesusr.com/ugd/2c6f37_367c75f37b04459691e2957534651972.pdf

2. https://06477244-e352-42f8-b067-91d15f0cf8de.filesusr.com/ugd/2c6f37_27a7a6ff499a44a8ad0593a38b1e0b3c.pdf

3. https://06477244-e352-42f8-b067-91d15f0cf8de.filesusr.com/ugd/2c6f37_0ef99633ebde467f9a431c60a5e2bdde.pdf

4. https://ehtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/Scientist-5G-appeal-2017.pdf

5. https://emfscientist.org/index.php/emf-scientist-appeal
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6. https://06477244-e352-42f8-b067-91d15f0cf8de.filesusr.com/ugd/2c6f37_dd1dd092549048fe9d0697812ac3c070.pdf

7. https://the5gsummit.com/ 40 Plus Experts. 5 Day pass. free education. 

5G wireless… the industry HAS NOT shown it to be safe for your health or
privacy — 

yet THOUSANDS of peer reviewed, independent studies show the risks it
presents. 

Learn about the dangers and find solutions in your community!

8. https://ehtrust.org/

9. 5G apocalypse - Extinction Event: https://youtu.be/ol3tAxnNccY

10. Please read Mark Steeles attached data.

 

In your email below and in previous correspondence you make reference to a FOI request to GMCA and ask the Council to
respond to the questions contained in it. The Council has not seen the FOI or the response from the GMCA and therefore is
not in a position to comment.
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1. This was provided to you and referenced. I also asked you to contact GMCA in order to get a joined up response GMCA members copied
at all times: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/north-east-councils-admission-of-guilt-a-conspiracy-to-harm-gmca-push-out-to-member-councils

 

Your correspondence makes very serious, unsubstantiated allegations of conspiracy from those who control Government;
 fraud and attempted genocide; high energy beams being delivered from planes and helicopters to initiate fires in California
and Australia; cover ups by Philip Hammond and Theresa May; and the presence of energy weapons in residential areas of
Trafford. There is absolutely no evidence to support any of these allegations. 

1. Conspiracy. Read the full Silent Weapons Quiet Wars document. Trafford and GMCA are carrying out the work of Commercial
Psychopaths, knowingly or unknowingly. Please advise as to knowingly or unknowingly. Silent Weapons Quiet Wars (SWQW) commenced
2.6.1953 Coronation Day. Liz II is a 3/16 Rothschild. Queen of Swans and Dolphins by title. Not England nor the UK. Hence you have the
monarchy falling to pieces. Everything that carries an oath of office is to a false Crown, the same will happen for many current institutions
based on this false foundation. Parliament etc. There is more to it than this but go and do your own research. https://www.syti.
net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#silentweapons   You need to go to the correct resources to work out the problem extent, linked issues and
potential impact and go back to 1815 to understand how this took place. Then you are in a position to fix things. This is why i
took the task on, you have to understand the business problems to tactically address and build solutions. Many solutions we
now have. We understand the problem.

Here's your starting point: https://www.kingof.uk/documents-legal/ These are sworn affidavits, statements of truth, registered with the
Common Law Courts. 

The basis for all UK Law. https://www.commonlawcourt.com/ 

5G Related - On Topic: https://www.commonlawcourt.com/clc_cases/the-people-represented-by-willie-mercer-vs-theresa-may-nicky-morgan/

You now have Mark Steeles data also to act upon.
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2. I have personal experience of the "Conspiracy" as you put it. APPG banking have the facts/ data and Heather Buchanan also Mike Kane
agreed questions needed to be asked in The House of Commons 16.10.18. Mike Kane MP failed to do this as its Televised and The Truth
Would Get Out. Meeting Wythenshawe 30.11.18.

Here is a simplified version with a few screenshots of how to take down the UK economy through manufactured property bubbles. This is
economic failure waiting to happen in the UK by design. Similar to US RMBS failure 2008. UK to be expected inside Two Years by Design.
Covered up at FSA, FCA, HMRC Treasury level : http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2020/01/09/How-To-Create-A-Property-Bubble  Watching
The Big Short and Inside Job will get you 50% of the way there with understanding the problem.

Linked in this deck: Notes by Slide http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2019/11/01/YourMSCCoUK  : http://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/legal-
quest-challenge

Other examples in SME Alliance: https://www.smealliance.org/ Spank The Banker: https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/  Many others who ive spoken to and
shown how this is being done or have experienced direct. These are facts not theories.

3. Theresa May Stopped the UK Banking Tribunals after questions were raised by Kevin Hollinrake MP in the House of Commons, Philip
Hammond Blocked the questions of Andrew Tyrie followed by Thames Valley Police Commissioner Anthony Stansfeld as to a Treasury lead
cover up of the organised white collar crime of the financial ransacking of the UK public purse. See linked Theresa May Twitter content in
Amber Rudd confirmation of  a City/ Elite theft initiative and cover up well documented in other areas if you look .http://www.
tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2019/12/11/Amber-Rudd---Confirms-City---PM-Cover-Up  

The data I provided confirmed by other sources we have a cover up in the Treasury that will take the UK economy down for those who are not
aware of the issues or how they will deliver this planned mass asset theft. 

You have thousands of businesses being taken out by Banking criminals posing as a service to the public and businesses. Many MPs are
aware of this and ive been copied on previous emails by some.
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Excerpt from Anthony Stansfeld fraud related speech: https://thamesvalley.s3.amazonaws.com/Documents/Speech%208%20Sep%202018.pdf

4. Energy Weapons California and Australia:. Your answers are here: Californian and Australian footage of Tesla Death Ray technology. FBI vault data sources etc. Fox News
Advertorial on Defence Energy Weapons.
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/weather-seeding-australian-fires-nano-particulates-chem-trailing-humanity-for-personal-gain 

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/stop-the-crime-debbie-tavares-paradise-lost  

The allegation that the Council has energy weapons or that Council officers or members are part of a wider conspiracy of harm, or have acted
fraudulently, is absolutely refuted, has no basis in fact and I ask you to withdraw them immediately.

Whilst such allegations continue to be made the Council will not attend a meeting or enter into further dialogue.
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 1. The point of the communication was to establish who is aware of what is going on. Read FOI 311532. GMCA - That includes Trafford?
Questions 1-6.

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/north-east-councils-admission-of-guilt-a-conspiracy-to-harm-gmca-push-out-to-member-councils  

 2. Harm is being caused but we now need to know the individuals who have signed off against these acts either knowingly or unknowingly
hence the question set to GMCA. They've reverted to you.

3. Until you can prove the safety of the Public in the Trafford and Wider GMCA environment we have a problem and the questions remain.
You now have the facts. Thanks.

 

Yours

 

Richard Roe

Corporate Director, Place

Trafford Council

Trafford Town Hall

Talbot Road

Stretford

M32 0TH

 

Trafford Council is a well-performing, low-cost council delivering excellent services to make Trafford a great place to live, learn, work and relax
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You can find out more about us by visiting www.trafford.gov.uk 

[Quoted text hidden]
-- 
[Quoted text hidden]
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